1) Tim has 108 muffins, which he needs to box up, 7 of which are blueberry, into dozens. How many boxes does he need?

2) Sam’s shelves hold 40 books each. Sam has books by 6 authors. How many shelves will Sam need if Sam has 280 books?

3) A teacher has 130 pieces of candy. If there are 26 students, 8 of whom are boys, if divided evenly, how many pieces of candy will each student get?

4) There are 900 students at a school. If each classroom holds 30 students, how many classrooms are needed at the school?

5) Joan has two hundred twenty-eight black balloons and thirty-nine green balloons. Joan has thirty-eight times more black balloons than Mike. How many black balloons does Mike have?

6) Fred, Jason, Melanie, and Keith each bought four hundred baseball cards which come in packs of twenty. Jason also has twenty-one Pokemon cards. How many packs of baseball cards do they have in all?

7) Melanie bought four hundred twenty crayons that came in packs of fifteen. How many packs of crayons did Melanie buy?

8) Tom has saved 1600 cents from selling lemonade. How many dollars does Tom have?

9) Alyssa earns thirty-six dollars cleaning a home. How many homes did she clean, if she made two hundred eighty-eight dollars?

10) There were a total of three hundred six hockey games in the season. The season is played for eighteen months. How many hockey games were played each month, if each month has the same number of games?
Word Problems

1) Tim has 108 muffins, which he needs to box up, 7 of which are blueberry, into dozens. How many boxes does he need?
   9 boxes

2) Sam’s shelves hold 40 books each. Sam has books by 6 authors. How many shelves will Sam need if Sam has 280 books?
   7 shelves

3) A teacher has 130 pieces of candy. If there are 26 students, 8 of whom are boys, if divided evenly, how many pieces of candy will each student get?
   5 pieces of candy

4) There are 900 students at a school. If each classroom holds 30 students, how many classrooms are needed at the school?
   30 classrooms

5) Joan has two hundred twenty-eight black balloons and thirty-nine green balloons. Joan has thirty-eight times more black balloons than Mike. How many black balloons does Mike have?
   6 black balloons

6) Fred, Jason, Melanie, and Keith each bought four hundred baseball cards which come in packs of twenty. Jason also has twenty-one Pokemon cards. How many packs of baseball cards do they have in all?
   80 packs

7) Melanie bought four hundred twenty crayons that came in packs of fifteen. How many packs of crayons did Melanie buy?
   28 packs

8) Tom has saved 1600 cents from selling lemonade. How many dollars does Tom have?
   16 dollars

9) Alyssa earns thirty-six dollars cleaning a home. How many homes did she clean, if she made two hundred eighty-eight dollars?
   8 homes

10) There were a total of three hundred six hockey games in the season. The season is played for eighteen months. How many hockey games were played each month, if each month has the same number of games?
    17 games